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Its been quiet for weeks for PeakofSerenity, with no ton of talk about how we look forward to information pertaining to the new battle for the expansion of Azeroth. In the meantime, Blizzard has announced that 7.3.5 will be released tomorrow, and with it, some changes in many classes. All the changes can
be found on Wowhead. Here are the changes that apply to Windwalker: Monk Blackout Kick now costs 3 Chi (was 1) when he found out at level 3. The cost of Chi is reduced to 2 with an update at level 12, and is reduced to 1 Chi with another update at level 22. The most important thing you need to know
is; It doesn't affect the current lv110 at all, it's totally related to alignment! If you don't align the new Windwalker, you won't notice the difference at all. It will feel like a strange alignment with less damage to RSK and BoK requires more Chi, but functionally for maximum level characters, there is no change.
Reducing damage by 41% and then increasing it by 70% is actually a net neutral change. This is a good time to deal with the paranoia that many may experience, being concerned that windwalkers will see some nerfs. Some of them even go so far as to believe the rumored shopping chat on the subject.
While this is true, Windwalkers are in a very strong place right now that comes from a combination of specs doing good damage, and many of the fights in Antorus play on Windwalker's strengths. There is no reason to believe that Blizzard will nerf windwalkers without making changes, at least Affliction
Locks. In that this is the latest expansion raid, and there aren't many windwalkers, in fact there's no reason for windwalkers to see any changes, nor any other specs. Not being able to say 100%, Windwalkers, and any other specs, should be safe from any changes for a while, maybe for the rest of the
extension. If you like the content that I and others at PeakofSerenity provide, then please support us through Patreon and PayPal. If you have any questions you can ask in Discord. You can also check me out on Twitter, YouTube and Twitch, where I stream all my raids as well as article writing and more.
My live character currently has 3 Fists of Fury, 1 Rising Sun Kick, 1 Silas Xiwen, 1 Split Personality. It's not necessarily the best heirloom combo. There is no such thing as a static best relic setup for a single character. Dungeons like Nelths and Maw with lots of big AoE pulls make spinning tap kick relics
more valuable, while dungeons like Upper Karajan have a higher emphasis on one target. #showtooltip Tiger's Lust/cast Tiger's Lust'showtooltip/cast Chi Burst; Chi Wave / Cast Chi Explosion; Chi Wave / Use Lightforged Augment RuneMouseover macros for your one-goal abilities can be useful Tagging
mobs with the brand name of crane debuff without losing the eye of the team stacks.#showtooltip/cast there are tons of addons out there that can help improve your gameplay. I think the most important for the dungeons are littlewigs and Weakauras2. Weakauras2. Gives you timers for important boss
abilities and displays warnings for dangerous mechanics. Weakauras can do almost anything. You can make custom weakauras track certain buffs and debuffs, display warnings when enemies target you with certain dangerous abilities, and more. Wago.io a website with many dungeons and class related
weakauras. This add-on is the most important addition to improving your gameplay. Click here for my weakaura profile where you can copy my weakauras. UI addons are also very popular. I use Elvui and recommend it to any monk. Something I recently discovered that helped me track Mark Crane was
the filter style in elvui. This allows me to create a filter that causes enemies missing the debuff to have a different color plate than those with debuff, allowing me to quickly determine which enemy your next ability should be used on. Here's a clip detailing how to customize this for yourself. Here are some
items that you always want to have with you when performing dungeons. The Flask of the Seventh Demon: Damaging the Flask Ten Thousand Scars: I swap for endurance flasks in high key Hyrja and Havis sometimes Nightborne delicacy dish: Mastery FoodSugar-Crusted Fish Feast: Best food, but can
be very expensive, 1 second instead of 10 seconds for a positive effect and a stronger positive effect. Versatility is 475 pounds instead of 375.Astral Healing Potion: Health pot for those cases when you don't have a sorcerer in a group. Skystep Potion: 150% potion speed. Mandatory for certain pulls and
misses. Avalanche Elixir: Makes you immune to the fall of damage. Let's jump down the elevators, and the must for a certain vault of wardens to skip into the spider area. Draenic Invisibility zelier or Skaggldrynk: Invisibility potion to skip dangerous garbage bags. Long-lasting potion: Damage to the potion.
Always try to use out the fight right before pulling to maximize downtime. Auto-Hammer or Reaves: Useful for repairing the middle of the dungeon if your gear is about to break down and you can't use a fixing repair. Pylon Bounce Detection: Can be used to prevent the need to run backwards after a failed
attraction. Also used in some Death run misses instead of invisibility pots. Fury drums or mountain drums: 25% lust for bands that don't have a real lust class. Indomitable potion: Armory potion. I use this high-key Black Rook Hold in the archer corridor as a futile effort to survive. (Seriously just bring a
paladin) Frag Belt: Throw the frag up to 30 yards, which disables enemies for 3 seconds in a 3-yard radius. This ability is extremely strong because of its ability to interrupt the castings of enemies. When Storm, Earth and Fire Are Active, Your will jump to targets without a crane sign when you throw Tiger
Palm, Blackout Kick, or Rising Sun Kick. This means you can tag 3 enemies per second if you are also sharing unmarked enemies. Proper use of spinning tap kick is one of the most important things to master when playing Windwalker. Due to spinning Strike to get a 40% increase in damage to the enemy
labeled Mark Crane, there is a certain number of enemies where the spinning crane will kick out the scales of any other ability to the detriment of the chi held. For example, Strike of the Windlord is no longer worth clicking if you have 6 marks of crane stacks and 6 targets hit by a rotating crane. Fists of
Fury comes out scaled in chi efficiency between 13 and 15 stacks, depending on your relics. But Chi's efficiency isn't the only thing to consider when it comes to fists of rage against a spinning tap kick. There are many factors that need to be considered when deciding how you want to decide to pull. Fists
of Fury is frontal while the spinning kick crane is a 360 AoE. It doesn't matter to yourself, but your clones won't face the best direction. They can be on the inside of the pack face, they can be at a bad angle and only kick half. The fact is, clones suck with the frontal, and this can greatly devalue the fists of
rage, even if it should be above DPS choice. Another thing to factor in at this time. Fists of Fury takes 4 seconds to channel while spinning the Kick crane does all its damage in 1.5 seconds, but it's not a channel, so you can tell the spinning kick crane makes all its dmg any other global with standard



rotation like the spinning crane Kick-gt; Tiger Palm --gt; Spinning Crane - You can fit in 2 full spinning tap kicks at a time, it took for one fist of rage to complete. This means that even if there are only 8 mobs of 8 goals and fists of rage almost twice as effective as chi effective, spinning crane Kick will still be
more dps assuming that the package dies before you run out of resources. This is another important thing to factor in when deciding which route you want to go with for AoE. If a flock of 10 mobs would be alive for less than 7 seconds, you would just fist the rage because you wouldn't have time to create
Mark Crane stacks before the package was already dead. If a flock of 10 mobs will be alive between 7 and 16 seconds, and you have a revitalized Elixir, the following will give a higher DPS than fists of rage. Storm, Earth, and Fire - Tiger Palm - Blackout Kick - 'gt; Tiger Palm - 9stack Spinning Crane Kick -
Tiger Palm - Arcane Torrent - 10stack Spinning Crane Kick - 'gt; Skills10stack Spinning Crane Kick -' Tiger Palm - 10stack Spinning Crane Kick -' 10stack Spinning Crane Kick - Tiger Palm Then use Blackout Kick Otherwise use the filler skill and wait for the energy to Tiger Palm) - If the Fury Fists.If the
pack of 10 will be alive for longer than 16 seconds, and it's decently clumped with either DK clutch or DH clutch, you'd like to go for a slightly more chi efficient rotation, starting with Tiger Palm Arcane Torrent (Procs Sephuz) Storm, Land, and Fire, Fury, Tiger Palm, Rising Sun Kick, Tiger Palm, Whirlwind
Dragon Kick, Tiger Palm, Spinning Spinning Beat, Tiger Palm, Spinning Crane Kick, Filler and Revitalizing Elixir, Spinning Crane Kick, Tiger Palm, Spinning Crane Kick, Tiger Palm, Fists of Fury, Tiger Palm, Rising Sun Kick, Vortex Dragon Punch.There are some important interactions with t21 2pc that
you need to understand while trying to maximise AoE. If blackout blow! Proc expires, it gives you 1 chi. If you're Tiger Palm, when you already have Blackout Kick! Proc and get another proc, Tiger Palm will just give you 3 chi and update the duration of the positive effect. If you use macro cancelaura to
remove the kick blackout! Buff, you instantly get 1 chi. This means that in 10-20 target Aoe, when you make 15-60 million dps, you should not be clicking Blackout Kick to consume proc and get 1 chi. It's just not worth the time to invest globally. Instead you should continue spinning Tiger Palm and
spinning the kick tap. If you get to the point where you're a hit, you're a hit, you're a hit, you're a hit, you're a hit, you're a hit, you're a hit, you're a hit, you're a hit, you're going to gain a lot of energy. The energizing of elixir' and ' are' very low' on resources( (0 chi' and q 40-60' energy), tiger' palm should be a
thing of your filler' skill' before you're energizing elixir' instead of something like a chi' wave or a flying serpent. for this is that if you're getting a' blackout kick!' proc, you can' cancelaura' it's and ' spinning' crane' kick, followed by chi' wave' q energizing elixir q-zgt; you have aoe rotation. Here's a clip of a
decent Aoe pull. A few notes about using Sephuz's Secret. It's not as good for a monk as for classes that have a stronger scaling rush. The greatest value you get if it is in the scenario I listed above is where it allows you to place a second fist of rage in a storm, earth, and a fire box in a situation that
promotes fist fury use. Sephuz's Secret is also the best 2nd legendary along with The Drinking Horn Cover in Big AoE (15 Enemies). In this scenario, proc only gives you like 30 energy (about 1 chi). It's just a testament to how few options we have for AoE legends. The Drinking Horn Cover is extremely
strong and the second legendary doesn't really matter. Windwalkers have tremendously even AoE damage, which is a very good thing to strengthen weeks where killing all enemies in a pack at the same time is essential. We also have the option of moving from solving AoE damage to one goal instantly
nuke down one high health enemy in the package. One of the worst things you can do in a gap week is killing enemies unevenly. If you slowly roll from a 4-stack gap to a 5-stack gap to a 6-stack break, your healer will rightly be very angry with you. One of the best ways to deal with the gap is to kill the
whole package around the same time, Allows your healer to pop some cooling and heal after 4-5 seconds of high damage. Windwalkers are evenly distributed high damage to the DPS area allowing you to kill a large zlt;50/gt; enemies at the same time. We also have excellent defensive cooling to break,
allowing you to easily survive almost any rupture of damage without a healer. Here's a clip of me surviving 18 stacks of just Touch Karma. Combining this with diffuse magic or dampen harm will allow you to survive twice that. Explosives are something pretty about a double sword for windwalkers. While
Storm, Earth, and Fire are active, you do 50% less damage to explosives, and your clones won't target them. This means that in high keys, Blackout Kick won't kill them, and not even the critically acclaimed Rising Sun Kicks won't be one shot of them. We can kill them if we absolutely have to, but it
greatly affects our damage to other targets. However, the light of AoE (2-6 enemies) where your tank can easily solo them, getting an extra sign of crane stacks from just tagging them with Tiger Palm and Blackout Kick will greatly increase our damage done by spinning the crane Kick.In the lower keys you
can swap from diffuse magic and dampen harm to healing Elixir to help your healer. You only have to do this if you don't need damage reduction to survive 1 shots from dangerous bosses. Usually just Transcendence: Transfer to artifact feature HoT and using healthstone/health potions in due course is
enough to handle this affix. This attachment basically affects your tank. Just use Leg Sweep/Ring World when he calls for it and use Flying Serpent Kick for 70% slow if he's kiting mobs. Taunt swaps can be used to drop stacks on one target, but be careful how almost any boss can 1 shot you at 22 if it
happens to roll a critical punch. This attachment doesn't change much. Just make sure not to use the crackling Jade Lightning right before you tremble. If you have several MED DPS battles you will need to avoid styling to prevent taking additional damage. One major thing you need to watch out for is how
this ability affects some boss fights. The quaking will eat your Prydaz, Xavaric's Magnum Opus shield on dangerous fights, which means you need to go with a more defensive setup for tough bosses during the shiver weeks. You have to be ready to eat the shiver and any dangerous boss ability at the
same time. This affix can ruin your day in keys that have inevitable damage from debris. The black rook hold the archers will start 1 shot you already in 21-22 keys with this buff. Any debris that has frontal damage becomes an instant death if you get hit. You just have to be on your toes and be ready for
line of sight/run/use defensive when needed. This is another affix that is basically up to the tank to control. Don't stand in puddles and be careful with using Leg Sweep when mobs have low hp. has other options for ousting enemies. Monk is pretty good during a skittish week. With Storm, Earth, and Fire
active, your threat is divided in 3 ways, making it very difficult to pull a threat if you attack too early. Be careful with opening with early Fists of Fury or or From Windlord. If one of your clones pulls agro out of the tank, it will almost certainly get one shot because the clones are very squishy. If one clone
dies, another despawns as well and you can't change Storm, Earth, and fire for a time equal to their remaining duration if they survived. Here's a clip showing what happens when one clone dies. The clone jumps to the gnasher, which discards its Bite ability, which targets the nearest enemy. This is a 1
shot clone that causes other despawn. Storm, Earth and Fire then could not be remade for 8 seconds, which was the remaining duration to a positive effect. This is the result of bugfix attempts to prevent error, where double pressing Storm, Earth, and fire can consume 2 charges instead of 1.Due our
exponential scaling with a spinning kick faucet, more pulls are always good for us. Some dungeons become extremely dangerous with abounds, such as a triumvirate seat. The tank will need to know the changed dungeon routes for this affix. This affix is very easy to deal with. Volcanic circles will only
appear below you if there are mobs further than 5 meters away, so they rarely appear under your feet as a hand-to-hand battle. Even when they spawn under their feet, time to blow up slowly and easily avoid. Fortified makes litter have more health and do more harm. This is the preferred affix when you
press the keys, because some bosses become impossible with the tyrannical. You just need to avoid any frontal splits or melee range of 360-degree abilities like a prickly spear from the mouth of the shower. You will need to put on defensive baubles 1-2 key levels before when dungeons have this affix. A
Level 22 boss will deal damages as much as 23.5 and have the same health as 25. Expect to use more Storm, Earth, and fire charges on bosses rather than trash when this affix is active. Recommended talents: Make sure the invisibility of the potion is to skip the trash to the Amalgam shower. Use Touch
of Karma and Dampen Harm on the big AoE nuclear charge when the boss drops it. At 26 Tyrannical you may need an external healer or tank bauble depending on the amount of avoidance you have. The hardest part of this dungeon is the archer corridor leading to Illisan Ravencrest. I highly recommend
this weakaura for all dungeons, it is very useful in BRH. Convince your tank to pull the packages near the corner so that you can line the line of sight to shoot the throws. One thing to note is archers can change targets when they want, causing you to die when you thought you were safe because they
were originally targeting the tank. In high keystrokes, if you don't have defensive upside, you have to line up every shoot thrown just to be safe. Battleship pots and Dampen Harm can be used, Keep you alive until you nuke the pack down. Holy paladin can make this corridor much easier with Blessing of
Protection and Blessing Sacrifice.There are many ways to survive Illysanna Ravencrest in Dark Rush. Our group uses the triangle method where you stack 3 players in a triangle inside her hitbox, minimizing the chance to get an instant tick from the fire on the ground. Here's a clip of this method. I
recommend using defensive cooling in case the fire ticks you. The corridor after the second boss is pretty safe. The only mobs that can kill you are spinners and firebreathers. We usually pull big and stun them to prevent them from converting at all. Firebreathers will always breathe to their highest threat
target, and spinners swirl a radius smaller than their hitbox. This allows you to kite them and hit them without taking the damage yourself. Bats are a serious problem in high keys without holy paladin for the blessing of protection. If you are in the melee range of a few bats and get looped, you will die
instantly. I usually just stay 20 meters away until all 6 dominators are grouped at the top of the ladder and then Serpent Flying Kick and Foot Sweep to prevent them from casting Sic bats! On me. If there are still bats alive when the stun expires, you will have to decide if you want to run away or just gamble
and hope they don't throw a fixated on you. In high key you want to wear avoiding gears and possibly Prydaz, Xavaric's Magnum Opus to prevent getting a single shot of AoE slam for Smashspite The Hateful. Bats are being bugged, so you can't see which one is casting a fel beam on you, making it
impossible to drop fire in specific locations. This most likely won't be fixed, so you'll need to play around it. You can roll through the fire without taking the damage. If the AoE slam is going to knock you back into the fire, use Transcendence: Transfer teleportation back to a safe area. Winduoker succeeds in
the last boss, Lord Kur'talos Ravencrest. We can easily survive his shady volley with a touch of Karma and Dempik Harm. You should strive to maintain your abilities when the burning swarm is about to come out. Killing the pack as soon as possible is crucial in high keys. The recommended talents of
Garbage at the beginning of this dungeon are very dangerous. You have to be on your feet to avoid all the following; frontal strikes aimed at the tank, Fel Strikes, aimed at players from behind, front castings from bats, Shadow Wave from Doul'zak. Any of them will be 1 shot when performing high keys.
You also have to break the fear from the bat and prevent demonic Minding and Shadow Walls from being thrown. Agronox is pretty easy as a hand-to-hand fight. There is a pulsating damage to AoE so using Transcendence: Transfer to cooling for healing is helpful. Don't get under the AoE cast of the
add-on-over boss. Use Storm, Earth and Fire to help kill fixing adds without getting into the range of them, your clones will jump towards them and attack them while you safely attack the boss. Use leg Torrent/Frag Belt/Spear Hand Strike to prevent castings on your tank. Stunning or incapacitated books,
generated by the scavengers, will prevent them from summoning monsters. Turn away from Dazzling glare thrown by the mini-boss in front of the 2nd boss. Thrashbite Scornful is not much of a threat. Run his charge through the bookshelf and stun/interrupt/kill adds spawned from them. You can easily roll
out of its AoE 1 shot even if you've slowed down by 90% of the books. You can also dissipate 90% slowly with tiger's tinge. The rotating weapon outside the room continues after the boss dies, so be careful before entering the next room. If your group has a strong AoE explosion, you can kill all the
garbage mobs that run away and despawn in this corridor. Just ring the world ladders and nuke them as soon as possible. The follow-up will be with Flying Serpent Kick at 70% slowly after the Ring of the World expires. This strategy allows you to miss most of the debris at the beginning of the dungeon.
Consult your group before the talent of the foot sweep.The next garbage pack has several enemies that are thrown to split, one that generates a dangerous ball that will be 1 shot at almost any key level, and the spider queen who teleports then throws a dangerous frontal. Use a detox every 8 seconds on
the tank to prevent the debuff poisoning from killing him. Winduoker succeeds in killing portals on Domatrax. I usually solo one portal while the other 2 dps in the group kill another portal. Repeat this at 50. Drop Transcendence: Transmission is in the middle, so you can easily teleport back when it's
casting chaotic energy. Bats on the last boss, Mephistroth, enter the room through 4 windows, if you stand right under the window you can get hit by the almost inevitable Fel Blaze. Keep the boss between the windows to prevent this. The monks can tank a few balls in the shadow phase with a touch of
karma and dampen harm. Try to wait until the tank needs help before using defense and soaking balls. The recommended talents I use Healing Elixir in the Court of Stars because there is no real threat of one shot if the dungeon rages. I would recommend taking Dampen Harm in Raging for the Shadow
Bolt Volley.This is one of the easiest dungeons for melee dps. Dangerous debris splits there is a few seconds windup and a very clear schedule. Just make sure to interrupt the charging station/Searing Glare. Always have a stun or AoE silence before pulling roaming imp pacts. Fel's line of sight detonation
and decay Beam.Patrol Captain Gerdo has several abilities you need to avoid, resonant Slash and Streetsweeper. Slash is pretty easy to avoid, but Streetsweeper sometimes bug and hit an area that isn't inside the graphics. If your feet glow, you're going to get hit no matter where the actual beam points.
Just do not be greedy, and they are easy to avoid in close combat. Arkane Lokdown occurs approximately every 25-28 seconds. I tend to be a tiger's hang to dispel the first, 3x jump with a touch of karma Tiger to be a third, then 3x jump and healthstone if the fourth happens. Using Transcendence:
Transfer to cooling can help the healer heal through damage to Talixais Flamevriet. Make sure to fists the rage for each imp caviar and you will do huge damage to this boss. Use the Arcane Torrent/Leg Sweep/Frag Belt to interrupt their throws and AoE them down as quickly as possible. Your band needs
to stack tightly, so imps breed nicely and stick together for easy AoE.Advisor Melandrus is the main reason I choose to run Healing Elixir in this dungeon. The damage he's dealing with his slicing Maelstrom isn't a single hit, his five fewer hits so Dampen Harm will only provide 20% mitigation here. Usually,
if you die to this mechanic, you barely get busted because your healer does even healing for all 5 members who need healing. Transcendence: Transmission and Healing Elixir will prevent this. Use Touch of Karma whenever the healer tells you to use coolness. In high keys I use Prydaz, Xavaric in
Magnum Opus - 20% avoidance - Coagulated Nightwell Residue for maximum security. The recommended talents of Dangerous Boss abilities in this dungeon are all magical damage, so diffuse magic is the obvious choice. I recommend using invisibility potions to skip the first few packets before the bear.
Cats just do too much damage to justify pulling them on high key levels. You can avoid roaming 3 pack while waiting for it to be in the far left or right and walk very carefully between different packages of enemies. The roar of bears is a magical damage. I also recommend skipping the double bear pack in
the high keys, pulling it aside with your tank while the other 4 members run past and then resurrect the tank. Move when Archdruid Glaidalis throws Nightfall. You can stun/slow down adds to prevent them from creating too much corruption on the ground. Don't be ahead when he throws Primal
Rampage.The keepers are constantly spawning dangerous mushrooms and healing the flowers passively. However the packages are not leashed together, so you can pull out 2 keepers without pulling the flowers behind them. Kill 2 keepers alone, then pull 4 flowers behind the house with roaming 3 pack
and 2 remaining flowers. Use the Leg Sweep/Arkan Torrent/Frag belt to prevent an excruciating eye being thrown at enemies before the 2nd boss. Knocking a slam at Oakheart is a magical damage so diffuse is quite helpful here. Don't stand in front and kill the extras when they spawn. You can step into
the flower and try the tiger itself out of the root to make it de-spawn to prevent the adds from spawning. I recommend avoiding gear and Prydaz, Xavaric in Magnum Opus when you reach the level of keystone 26 and above. Drazaron is a test for your healer. Prydaz, Xavaric in Magnum Opus is a good
idea in this fight. You need Tiger's Lust your healer and transcendence: Transfer before each pushback to make it easier Them. Use Touch of Karma and Diffuse Magic proactively rather than proactively. The shadow of Hawius is one of the most dangerous bosses of the dungeon. I use Prydaz, Xavaric in
Magnum Opus/20% Avoidance / Smouldering Titanguard and Coagulated Coagulated The rest of this fight. Falling Transcendence: Transfer 60 yards from where the boss will tank at the start of this fight. There will be times when you know the next Nightmare Bolt will kill you, however you can outrange
this. If you know the nightmare bolt is next and you can't survive, go stand 25 yards and Transcendence: Transfer if it targets you. Note that the damage to the nightmare bolt is calculated by the moment the cast finishes. Pressing diffuse Magic after the bolt is already in the air will not provide any damage
reduction. Normally, you want to keep the diffuse magic for the channel on the weak. The high key Nightmare Bolt will do about 11m damage, so you'll need Prydaz, Xavaric's Magnum Opus and Touch of Karma to survive. The boss will randomly rip the targets in the melee range of about 3 million
damage. If this happens and you don't have Prydaz, Xavaric's Magnum Opus, make sure to use coaugulated and touch karma to survive the next bolt nightmare. AoE at 50% will do about the same damage as a nightmare bolt, so you will need to use your defense properly if you want to survive. If you are
unlucky and just get targeted by his abilities over and over again, you will die. Going into this fight with a 1-2 battle braid will make it much easier. Recommended talents Featured Talents There are not very many trash mechanics in this dungeon that punish melee, you just need to coordinate the stuns
and interrupts for all the charmer enemies. Escape gears or Prydaz, Xavaric in Magnum Opus is needed at the first boss about the key level 26 fortified. Hyrja - One of the most dangerous bosses, Prydaz, Xavaric's Magnum Opus/20%-avoidance/Coagulated Nightwell Residue is needed at 24-25. It's a
good idea to throw at the smouldering Titanguard as well at 26. You have to keep track of her stack amounts. 1 stack Arcing Bolt is not dangerous, so you don't have to spend defensively on it. 8-stack arc bolt will kill you without defensive. Save diffuse magic or smouldering Titanguard for a high stack to
banish light or banish light and arc bolt combos. A touch of karma should be the first defensive you use. You don't want to use protective during eye storms. If your healer can't heal through this on its own, you are in big trouble. Use Transcendence: Transfer for 24% heal if they are struggling. Arcy Bolt
just after eye storm is one of the most dangerous abilities, so get ready for itFenryr - Use Transcendence: Transfer to dodge its jump to avoid getting a stack of ticking debuff. Don't try to tank the fenryr when it fixes you, it can crit and 1 shot you even in low keys. Tell your hesitated to stack in a melee at
360 degrees split that divides the damage among all the players to hit. King Bjorn's wicked dagger in front of the 4th boss can be very dangerous in high keys. It will make over 10 Damage in 26 fortified so you need a touch of karma to survive. If you get targeted a second time you will most likely die. If
you don't have a Touch of Karma and It's been 15 seconds since he last threw it, you can run 40 yards so he won't target you. God-King Skovald - Dodge his Felblaze Rush with Transcendence: Transmission. Put him away from where the boss is being tanked and walk a bit out of close range when you
think he's about to pick a felblaze peak goal, so you have plenty of time to transcendence: Transfer. You can also dodge it with Flying Serpent Kick if you are at least 20 yards away. Diffuse Magic can be used for the tank if you have cooling damage active and don't want to lose DPS. Odyn - Swap on
Cinidaria, Simbiot instead of emperor's capacitor for this fight. Don't let the cast go off and be sure to save 1 charge of your storm, earth and fire for the buff damage phase. Recommended Talents Opera Hall: Beautiful Beast - Interrupt the heat wave and avoid the remnants. Don't kite a broom through fire.
Wikket - Flashy Bolt targets a random player, so make sure to break the order on it. Use detox to dispel allies when they get poison debuff. Once its added dead, fighting is very easy. Maiden of Virtue - Spread to prevent St. Bolt from chaining. Get a stack of Sacred Earth right before the mass repentance.
The monk brings high blast damage, so you shouldn't have any trouble getting through her shield. Moroes - You usually want to catch 2 of his guests and then use the afterther's and burn the other 2. Interrupt authorized weapons, Healing Flow, and Mana drainage. Avoid Will Breaker, swirl the edges and
be very careful about the iron vortex. If you kill Baron Rafe Dreiger, you'll want to lock the clones on him and then attack another crowd outside his iron vortex range if possible. Attumen Hunter - Avoid the fatal blow. Most tanks will want to avoid common suffering, kiting the boss, make sure you are not in
close combat when this happens. Recommended Talent Featured Talents Featured Talents Don't Stand Near Vileshard Chunk when they're casting Crush. Try not to stand in front of the Vileshard Hulk or they will 1 shot you with their frontal. Rockback Gnasher will bite the nearest target and apply a nasty
physical point without getting into the melee of them if the tank is kiting. Rockmore - Destruction damage is based on the health of Blightshard Skitter. Try to kill them before this throw happens, and be prepared to use defensive if Shatter is going to hit with Skitter at full hp Ularogg Cragshaper - Spread
during intermission to prevent a spike in damage from falling rocks. The Shatter stone splashes off the tank, so don't be 8 yards away from it when that ability is discarded. Stone Bolt.Naraxas - Use detox to dispel the poison when the boss throws a toxic retch. If you only have one wavered dps, Rancid
Mo can be thrown in a melee. Emberhusk Dominator will throw Crystal Spike, who aims for 3 long-range members with high nature of the damage to the projectile. This can be dodged, so you want to be one of the 3 members getting hit along with the tank and another tank member of the group. Dargrul -
Don't nuke add when it hits the first splash. You want to use as little one goal as possible to maximize the DPS boss. It is normal for it to hit 2 spikes and then use a third splash to avoid the Magma wave. Avoid the frontal ability of the landslide. The molten accident is not splitting. Don't stand in the melee
range to add when it's about to fix just in case it targets you. Arcway's recommended trash talents consist of many different mob charmers that need to be interrupted. Coordinate silence and stuns to make sure all casts are stopped. For Dreadborne Seer in General Xakal's room you will need to turn the
defense to survive his casts. To harm the first Prophecies of Destiny. If he abandons another prophecy, the weaken will still be for it. The eyes are aimed at the nearest player, so make sure the tank is closer to your eyes than you are. Touch Karma's next Prophecy, and if it throws another and you are out
of defense, use Transcendence: Transfer to the line of sight of it. You will need to stay in view from this point until the crowd dies. Ivanir - Prydaz, Xavaric in Magnum Opus and avoiding gears will be needed to prevent getting 1 shot of volatile Magic. Make sure someone in the party saves their interruption
for Overcharge Mana.Corstilax - Move when he's about to throw a destabilized Orba to prevent damage. It's usually best to let other party members gather to rush fans because of windwalkers' poor scaling rush. Use Touch of Karma after 2 hits of the suppression protocol, and the other 2 will be absorbed
and heal you with good karma. Damage the next suppression protocol. Touch Karma will be back on the 3rd. Make sure to be close to a friend when the boss is about to quit the quarantine. Nal'tira - The first teleport from Blink Strikes will be aimed at the range, the second will be aimed at the melee. Be
strafing when it teleports in close combat and it should miss you. I like to rotate the defense just in case it instantly causes damage to avoid getting one shot. Set up Transcendence: Transfer 30 yards, so you can teleport if you get a confusing web thrown at you. General Xakal - Throw on some avoidance
gears or Prydaz, Xavaric in Magnum Opus at 26 . Turn a touch of karma for the 1st slam, Dampen Harm for the 2nd, a touch of Karma for the 3rd. Counselor Vandros - Interrupting the Acceleration of the Explosion. Avoid blasts from Time Split fragments. Use the monk's high mobility to prevent
unnecessary damage from Force Nova. In high keys you won't be able to attack adds in intermission without a few defensive. Take it slowly and return to the boss in one piece. Recommended talents use tiger's urge on yourself when you get a suppression field. Use stuns and silence to interrupt The
Consumption of Essence. Watch out for the Void discharge at the death of the explosion. Kuraal Ascended - Avoid null Palm. Palm. cooling when the boss is about to enter his 200% increase in damage taken phase. If you are sent into the shadow world, you need to kill 10 Dark Aberrations and then
press the extra action button. You may have to save a Touch of Karma to heal yourself at this stage. Saprish - Avoid purple bombs on the purple floor. Don't stand in the ruining Darkness. Make sure to interrupt Dread Screech. Try to maximize the fissile damage that bosses share with HP. Void diffusion
deals a splash of damage from the tank, be careful standing next to them. Shadowguard champions also threw a frontal stun ability, which is likely only one shot you in the higher keys. Be prepared to use Touch of Karma or Diffuse Magic if you are a target for corrupting voids. There is a lot of inevitable
damage to the trash before the third boss. Interrupt Dark Flay and nuke down dark matter as soon as it spawns. ViceRoy Nejar - It's a tough fight to add. Prydaz, Xavaric's Magnum Opus is a good choice in higher key levels. You need one dick dedicated to kicking every how much of a dark cast.
Windwalker has an excellent priority goal of blast damage and you have to use this on this fight. Shadowguard Voidtenders must be nuked down very quickly to prevent Eternal Twilight from being cast. Make sure to use a spear kick with your hand and leg sweep to prevent tentacles from killing your
friends. Use defensive if you get a few tentacles targeting you. L'ura - Don't use the cool on the first add. You want to use 1 Storm, Earth, and Fire charge on the first 200% DMG phase, 1 charge on 2 adds and then another for the next 200% damage phase increase. Make sure to soak up a piece of
desperation. You will need to use defensive if you are soaking it in a high key. You want to maximize your explosion damage by 200% increase the damage done to the windows with a touch of death, storm, earth, and fire, and blow Windlord.Recommended Talents Immoliant Fury have a dangerous
frontal split. They will sometimes move behind the tank before continuing to attack, be careful with positioning to avoid being killed. Gleavianna Soulrender will sometimes charge in the range of a player causing damage to all targets on its way. She will also throw her glaives into the frontal. You have to
position on one side and have a range of players freely extending to the other side to avoid its abilities. Make sure to keep your feet sweep for a fel look. He will instantly destroy the entire group if he throws. Be prepared to follow a stun with a frag belt if it throws again. Tiraton Saltheril - Don't let the cast
of Fel emissions add. Make sure to avoid hate. He has the same abilities as Glayvianna Soulrender, where he jumps in the player range in p1 and p3. Be careful not to get under You can frag belt imp mothers love mothers thrown. Inquisitor Tormentorum - Sap Soul has some strange interactions with
monk abilities. Pressing Fists of Fury or Rising Sun Strike will remove the debuff, but does not carry increased cooling. Darkening blackout will go for 10 seconds of cooling if you use it, but get a Blackout Kick! Proc through Tiger Palm will remove this cooling. You can simply use abilities such as disabling
or flying kite kick or Detox if you have no other way to get rid of this debuff. Faceless Voidcasters will throw a shadow of an accident, firing a slow-moving projectile that does huge damage when it lands. Interrupting Deranged Mindflayer's Frightening Scream and Mind Flay. Interrupt the Seeds of
Corruption as well. Fel Scorchers explodes to death. Try to stun them with death to your healer top your group before you kill the next one. Glazer - Be all the way inside his hitbox to avoid pulses. Save the Touch of Death to increase the damage taken by the phase. Ash'Golm - Avoid getting lava stacks
and try to kill the adds before they are hit by lava. If the lava touches add will start to explode, deal a lot of damage from the fire for the party. It's to survive with defensive, but better avoided by killing adds. Use countermeasures to enter the 25% increase in damage taken phase and remove the fire from
the room. Our group uses an avalanche and invis potion to skip to avoid most of the debris in the bottom half of the dungeon. After killing the front 4 spiders, just use Avalanche Elixir then invisibility potion and head to the door. Avalanche Elixir is required to prevent falling damage to tear you out of invis.
You have to be spamming your jump key when going over the internet to prevent damage to the internet to break you out of invis as well. If the tank gets knocked down by the spirit, the foot sweep it to prevent getting meleed. Cordana Felsong - When it goes invisible at 75%, stun add that spawn to
prevent it from attacking your party. Use all the protective as soon as the stun disappears, there is no more damage to the batch until after 40% intermission. I like to use ground markers to mark safe spaces in the walls, in case the person with the ball gets a little crazy. When add spawning in the corner
and makes Cordana invulnerable, stun it to remove the shield from the cordana. You want to kill it to add and move the cordana from the corner to prevent the next Creeping Doom from spawning directly on you. You. windwalker monk 7.3.5 pve guide
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